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Killing Ground Sep 05 2020 The Doctor takes his new companion, Grant, back home to
Agora, only to find the planet under the control of his old and deadly foes the Cybermen.
Imprisoned on arrival, the Doctor must find a way to destroy their breeding programme,
while Grant works with
Doctor Who: Plague of the Cybermen Feb 20 2022 A thrilling, all-new adventure
featuring the Doctor as played by Matt Smith in the spectacular hit series from BBC
Television. ‘They like the Shadows. You know them as Plague Warriors…’ When the Doctor
arrives in the 19th-century village of Klimtenburg, he discovers the residents suffering from
some kind of plague – a ‘wasting disease’. The victims face a horrible death – but what’s
worse, the dead seem to be leaving their graves. The Plague Warriors have returned… The
Doctor is confident he knows what’s really happening; he understands where the dead go,
and he’s sure the Plague Warriors are just a myth. But as some of the Doctor’s oldest and
most terrible enemies start to awaken he realises that maybe – just maybe – he’s misjudged
the situation.
Silver Nemesis Sep 25 2019 Launched into space 350 years ago, a meteor is returning to
Earth--and insideit waits Nemesis, a silver statue made of the living metal validium, the
mostdangerous substance in the Universe.
Doctor Who Jul 04 2020 Doctor Who and his fellow time-travelers become suspects when
they appear at the site of the massacre of a team of paleontologists
Doctor Who: the Power of the Daleks Dec 29 2019 Nicholas Briggs reads this epic
novelisation of the Second Doctor's debut TV adventure. Following an encounter with the

Cybermen, the Doctor's life appears to hang in the balance - until, before the eyes of his
companions Ben and Polly, his physical appearance is transformed! Disoriented after his
regeneration, the Doctor takes the TARDIS to the Earth colony planet Vulcan. Ben and Polly
are disturbed - the Doctor isn't the man he used to be. The Doctor is also worried; the
colonists have found the remains of two Daleks, which they plan to revive! Once
reanimated, the Daleks claim that they are content to serve humanity. Can it really be true?
Or do they have their own, more sinister plans? Nicholas Briggs, who is the voice of the
Daleks in Doctor Who, reads John Peel's novelisation of the original 1966 TV serial by David
Whitaker. (Contains some descriptions of violence.) Reading produced by Neil Gardner.
Dalek voices produced by Nicholas Briggs. © 2022 BBC Studios Distribution Ltd (P) 2022
BBC Studios Distribution Ltd
Doctor Who: Dalek (Target Collection) Jun 02 2020 ‘The entire Dalek race, wiped out in
one second. I watched it happen. I made it happen!’ The Doctor and Rose arrive in an
underground vault in Utah in the near future. The vault is filled with alien artefacts. Its
billionaire owner, Henry van Statten, even has possession of a living alien creature, a
mechanical monster in chains that he has named a Metaltron. Seeking to help the Metaltron,
the Doctor is appalled to find it is in fact a Dalek – one that has survived the horrors of the
Time War just as he has. And as the Dalek breaks loose, the Doctor is brought back to the
brutality and desperation of his darkest hours spent fighting the creatures of Skaro... this
time with the Earth as their battlefield.
Doctor Who Cybermen Jul 28 2022
Doctor Who and the Revenge of the Cybermen Jun 26 2022 Investigating a mysterious
plague at Space Beacon Nerva, Doctor Who is caught between the warring Cybermen and
Vogans
Doctor Who and the Tenth Planet Aug 05 2020 The TARDIS brings the Doctor and his
friends to a space tracking base in the Antarctic. A space mission is going badly wrong, and
a new planet has appeared in the sky. Mondas, ancient fabled twin planet of Earth has
returned. Soon its inhabitants arrive. But while they used to be just like the humans of Earth,
now they are very different.
Doctor Who Feb 29 2020 With plots and quotes from every Doctor Who adventure
transmitted from 1963 to 1996, this is the bible of the TV show. Also included are cast
listings, critical analyses, and trivia.
Plague of the Cybermen Mar 24 2022 When the Doctor arrives in the 19th-century
village of Klimtenburg, he discovers the residents suffering from some kind of plague, a
wasting disease. The victims face a horrible death, but what's worse, the dead seem to be
leaving their graves. The plague warriors have returned.
Doctor Who Oct 26 2019 At last, the complete timeline of the Doctor Who universe, from
Event One to the universe's final destruction billions of years in the future. This essential
reference work reveals the full story of the Daleks, the Cybermen and the Time Lords--as
well as a comprehensive history of Earth and humankind, from primitive African tribes to
galactic conquest. With dates ranging from the obvious to the obscure, this book is truly an
indispensable guide to the world of Doctor Who.
Doctor Who: Made of Steel Jan 28 2020 Since its return to the screen in 2005,
masterminded by Russell T Davies, Doctor Who has become a genuine phenomenon picking
up countless awards, attracting huge audiences and selling lots and lots of books - over half
a million so far. This thrilling adventure sees the Doctor pitted against one of his most

famous adversaries - the deadly Cybermen. The first book to feature the Doctor's companion
Martha Jones, it is sure to be snapped up by all fans of the show.
Doctor Who: Plague of the Cybermen Jan 22 2022 When the Doctor arrives in the 19thcentury village of Klimtenburg, he discovers the residents suffering from some kind of
plague – a ‘wasting disease’. The victims face a horrible death – but what’s worse, the dead
seem to be leaving their graves. The Plague Warriors have returned... The Doctor is
confident he knows what’s really happening; he understands where the dead go, and he’s
sure the Plague Warriors are just a myth. But as some of the Doctor’s oldest and most
terrible enemies start to awaken he realises that maybe – just maybe – he’s misjudged the
situation. A thrilling, all-new adventure as played by Matt Smith in the spectacular hit series
from BBC television.
Cyberman May 14 2021 CYBERMAN documents the life of Ari, an isolated 50-year-old man
streaming his life on the internet 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. He rarely leaves his house
or has visitors. What he doesn't realise is that his life is also being captured by Muchitsch,
who is sat alone, in front of her computer screen, documenting his life over the course of an
entire year. Muchitsch's beautifully painted panels are a voyeuristic and compelling look into
isolation and human connection, as well as an intimate portrait of a life spent online.
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #2 Dec 09 2020 Cyberships on fire in the
Thames, as the Ninth Doctor battles for the soul of London! Dinosaur danger for the
Eleventh Doctor, as the Cybermen attempt to conquer human prehistory! Caught in the
middle of an ancient alien war, the Cybermen present a third side for the Tenth Doctor to
face! And for the Twelfth Doctor ¨C a deeply personal showdown with the architect behind
the universe¡¯s current chaos. No TARDIS, no help, no rescue: THERE IS NO RESISTANCE¡
ONLY THE CYBERIAD!
Doctor Who and the Revenge of the Cybermen Feb 08 2021
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #1 Oct 19 2021 For the Cybermen¡¯s 50th
Anniversary¡ YOU WILL BE DELETED! Exiled from Gallifrey at the very end of Time, Rassilon,
fallen leader of the Time Lords, has been captured by the last of the Cybermen. Now the
Cybermen have access to time travel. With it, every defeat is now a victory. Every foe is now
dead -- or Cyberised.
Doctor Who: Dalek Aug 17 2021 Dalek is the never-before-told history of the Doctor's
most dangerous enemies, the famous ‘Outer Space Robot People’ of the planet Skaro - from
their genesis in the thousand-year conflict between Thals and Kaleds, to their survival of the
Time War and (as foreseen by the Time Lords) their conquest of the universe. Along the
way, the authors also reveal all-new stories about these legendary creatures - terrifying nearmythical adventures, startling visual recreations of never-before-seen conflicts, and more.
Each of them helps shed new light on what has become the most feared alien race in the
universe. With full-colour illustrations, concept art, cutaways, diagrams, comic strips and
more, Dalek is a dramatic retelling of the ascent of the 'supreme race', and the story of the
mysteries that lurk in unexplored corners of the universe. It is the ultimate celebration of all
things Dalek.
Doctor Who: The Supremacy of the Cybermen Complete Collection Nov 07 2020
Doctor Who 240 - Hour of the Cybermen Sep 17 2021
The Science of Doctor Who May 02 2020 cosmologist and is ideal beach reading for
anyone who loves science and watches the show—no matter which planet the beach is on.
Doctor Who: The Monster Vault Apr 12 2021 You're going to need a bigger sofa...

Doctor Who's biggest and most comprehensive monster guide yet, The Monster Vault takes
you on the ultimate tour of the Whoniverse, discovering and cataloguing every wonderful
and terrifying creature the Doctor has ever encountered. From the notorious Daleks, to evil
Stenza warrior Tzim-Sha and the ancient Thijarians, The Monster Vault features in-depth
profiles on each monster, showing the Doctor's most dangerous enemies in their natural
habitat and unveiling their secret histories. You will also discover how monsters were
created and designed, behind-the-scenes secrets, unseen details from the original scripts,
case studies and rare artwork. This lavish and visually stunning book provides an unrivalled
wealth of information, allowing you to explore the rich history of Doctor Who and expand
your knowledge and understanding of characters old and new.
Sword of Orion Aug 24 2019 When the Doctor sets out to educate Charley on the darker
side of her race's future, he does not anticipate being embroiled in the protracted Orion
War. The front line may be light years away, but the human race's struggle for victory has
led to desperate measures.
Adventures With the Wife in Space Mar 12 2021 'One of the oddities of Doctor Who is
that you hear so much about what the fans think, and so little from the other 100 percent of
the audience (my stats are clinically accurate.) So thank God for a couple who put their love
on the line to set the record straight. This is the story of a fan boy who inflicts every episode
ever made of Doctor Who on his marriage. Or to put it another way, this is the story of
someone with a proper love and understanding of Doctor Who, trying to explain it to her
husband.' Steven Moffat Neil loves Sue. He also loves Doctor Who. But can he bring his two
great loves together? In January 2011, Neil Perryman set out on an insane quest to make his
wife Sue watch every episode of the classic series of Doctor Who from the very beginning.
Even the ones that didn't exist any more. And so, over the next two and half years, Sue
gamely watched them all. From William Hartnell and Tom Baker to Peter Davison and Paul
McGann, the result was a wildly successful and hilariously revealing blog called Adventures
with the Wife in Space. But the adventure continues. Here Neil Perryman tells the all too
true story of Doctor Who fandom. Funny, honest and surprisingly brave, he also captures
perfectly the joys - and fears - of sharing the thing you love with the people you love.
Adventures With the Wife in Space is, at its heart, the story of Doctor Who, and its fans,
seen through the eyes of two people - one who knows almost nothing about the programme
and another who knows way too much. 'This is a very, very funny book; touching too.' Jenny
Colgan
Doctor Who and the Cybermen Oct 31 2022 In 2070, the Earth's weather is controlled
from a base on the moon. But when the Doctor and his friends arrive, all is not well. They
discover unexplained drops of air pressure, minor problems with the weather control
systems, and an outbreak of a mysterious plague.
Doctor Who and the Tomb of the Cybermen Aug 29 2022
Doctor Who Dec 21 2021 Doctor Who must stop a plot by the Cybermen to travel back in
time, save their planet, Mondas, and destroy the Earth
Doctor Who: The TV Movie (Target Collection) Nov 27 2019 ‘Who am I...? WHO AM I?’
It's December 1999, and strange things are happening as the new millennium nears. A
British police box appears from nowhere in San Francisco’s Chinatown and the mysterious
man inside it is shot down in the street. Despite the best efforts of Dr Grace Holloway, the
man dies and another stranger appears, claiming to be the same person in a different body:
a wanderer in time and space known only as the Doctor. But the Doctor is not the only alien

in San Francisco. His deadly adversary the Master is murdering his way through the city and
has taken control of the TARDIS. The Master is desperate to take the Doctor’s newly
regenerated body for himself, and if the Doctor does not capitulate, it will literally cost him
the Earth... and every last life on it.
Doctor Who and the Revenge of the Cybermen May 26 2022 Nicholas Briggs reads this
exciting novelisation of a classic TV adventure for the Fourth Doctor. A mysterious plague
strikes Space Beacon Nerva, killing its victims within minutes. When the Doctor lands, only
four humans remain alive. One of these seems to be in league with the nearby planet of
gold, Voga... Or is he in fact working for the dreaded Cybermen, who are now determined to
finally destroy their old enemies, the Vogans? The Doctor, Sarah and Harry find themselves
trapped in the midst of a terrifying struggle to the death - between the ruthless, powerhungry Cybermen and the desperate, determined Vogans. Nicholas Briggs, who voices the
Cybermen in the hit BBC TV series, reads Terrance Dicks's 1976 novelisation of a TV serial
by Gerry Davis. Duration: 3 hours 20 mins approx. (P) 2022 BBC Studios Distribution Ltd ©
2022 BBC Studios Distribution Ltd
Doctor Who: The Clockwise War Mar 31 2020 The Clockwise War presents the final
Twelfth Doctor adventure, by Scott Gray and John Ross! Also, classic tales of the First,
Fourth and Fifth Doctors - as played on televison by William Hartnell, Tom Baker and Peter
Davison - from the long-running comic strip in the official Doctor Who Magazine and the
Doctor Who Yearbooks.
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #4 Nov 19 2021 Things get worse for the
Doctor ¨C across four separate time zones! The Ninth Doctor gets too close to the enemy.
The Tenth Doctor¡¯s companions offer a terrifying sacrifice. The Eleventh Doctor digs deep
and gives back with interest¡ and the Twelfth Doctor is faced with the most momentous
choice of his life!
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #3 Jan 10 2021 Witness the birth of the new
Cybermen invasion, as the history of this aggressive Cyberiad is at last revealed! The Tenth
Doctor takes a titanic machine into combat. The Twelfth Doctor finds an unlikely ally. The
Ninth Doctor loses one of his own. And the Eleventh Doctor discovers something impossible!
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen Sep 29 2022 Exiled from Gallifrey at the very
end of Time, Rassilon, fallen leader of the Time Lords, has been captured by the last of the
Cybermen. Now the Cybermen have access to time travel. With it, every defeat is now a
victory. Every foe is now dead -- or Cyberised. The Legions march across time and space,
leaving devastation and converted civilisations in their wake, their numbers growing with
every world that falls. Evolving. Upgrading. Reconfiguring. All seems lost. Forever. Can the
Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Doctors - each battling the Cybermen alone, on a
different temporal front - undo the damage that has been wrought on the universe, before
they are converted themselves? Or is this how the universe dies? Not in fire, but in cold,
unfeeling metal...
City of Spires Jun 22 2019 Arriving in a hail of musket fire, the Doctor unexpectedly finds
himself in the highlands of Scotland, where the ruthless Black Donald and his band of rebels
are fighting the Redcoats. But the highland warriors no longer fight for the Jacobite cause
and the English officers answer only to the mysterious Overlord.
He-Man & the Masters of the Multiverse (2019-) #4 Jul 24 2019 Keldor travels to the
Eternia of the 1980s Filmation cartoon series! Still reeling from a tragic loss last issue,
Keldor and He-Man must find the legendary Star Seed-the last power in the universe able to

destroy Anti-He-Man before he claims another Castle Grayskull!
The Tomb of the Cybermen Jun 14 2021
Doctor Who: The Clockwise Man Oct 07 2020 In 1920s London the Doctor and Rose find
themselves caught up in the hunt for a mysterious murderer. But not everyone or
everything is what they seem. Secrets lie behind locked doors and inhuman killers roam the
streets. Who is the Painted Lady and why is she so interested in the Doctor? How can a cat
return from the dead? Can anyone be trusted to tell or even to know the truth? With the
faceless killers closing in, the Doctor and Rose must solve the mystery of the Clockwise Man
before London itself is destroyed... Featuring the Doctor and Rose as played by Christopher
Eccleston and Billie Piper in the hit series from BBC Television
Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #5 Jul 16 2021 The storming conclusion to
the 2016 Event! Universes will live and die, and timelines will be changed for ever. You
MUST NOT MISS this staggering finale!
Doctor Who and the Revenge of the Cyberman Apr 24 2022
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